Crossword no.16

ACROSS
1. Sends by the postal service
6. Frog sound
11. Joking
13. The act of dirtying something
15. Would-be conqueror
16. Related by blood or marriage
17. A lyric poem
18. Travelling by boat
20. Flightless bird
21. Cable
22. Sweet juicy gritty-textured fruits
23. Body powder
24. Answer (abbrev.)
26. Pelt
28. Neckwear
32. The color of grass
34. Exceptionally bad
35. One over par in golf
37. Swerves
40. Corn on the ___
41. Female sibling
43. Frozen water
45. Thorny flower
46. Dyes with a color
48. Heat a liquid
49. Supplement with difficulty
50. Rising rapidly
52. Golf-ball support
53. Fragrance
55. Anagram of "Linkage"
57. Surround
58. Elapsed time between a stimulus and the reaction
59. Dissuade
60. A type of anchor

DOWN
1. Heeding
2. Harmful
3. Anagram of "Aid"
4. Removable container covers
5. Spy
6. Metal money
7. Wedding band
8. Not young
9. Golden
10. A Russian citadel
11. A tribe of Plains Indian
12. Intense sorrow
13. Scurry
14. Elicit
19. Firing a rocket
25. Locations
27. Vicious
28. Not wet
30. Fall behind
31. Not wet
32. Governor (abbrev.)
33. East southeast
35. Found on some shelves
36. See
38. A state of violent disorder
39. A particular branch of knowledge
40. French pancake
41. A loud wailing warning signal
42. Moonshine machine
44. Lament
46. An abnormal mass of tissue
47. Move about surreptitiously
50. Certain
51. Door-like fence barrier
54. Tantrum
56. Tick
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